Introduction
RoboCup [6] is an international research and education initiative where teams of autonomous robots compete in a soccer game in an engineered field. In order to achieve a good performance, robots need sophisticated capabilities, including motion, object recognition. mapping, localization, planning, and cooperation [IO] . In this paper we focus on object recognition. In RoboCup, all the relevant objects, e.g., the ball and the two nets, are identified by unique colors. This makes color segmentation a fundamental part of object recognition in this domain. The segmentation algorithm has to he robust, which means that it has to give the right results under nominal conditions and, without retuning, give acceptable results under slightly different conditions, such as blurred images or different lighting.
The main methods for color segmentation can he classified into the following approaches, sometimes used in combination [9] . Threshold techniques rely on the assumption that pixels whose color value lies within a certain range belong to the same class or object [SI. Many teams in RoboCup usc 'This work was panidly supponed by the Swedish KK foundation.
threshold techniques [4, 21 with slight modifications to increase its performance, e.g., for images that blur at object boundaries. Threshold techniques need a careful tuning of thresholds and are extremely sensitive to light conditions. Edge-based methods rely on the assumption that pixel values change rapidly at the edge between two regions [71. Edge detectors such as Sobel. Canny and Susan are typically used in conjunction with some post-procedure in order to obtain the closed region boundaries. This tends to make these methods very computationally expensive.
Region-based methods rely on the assumption that adjacent pixels in the same region have similar color value; the similarity depends on the selected homogeneity criterion, usually based on some threshold value. Seeded region growing (SRG) is a region-based technique that takes inspiration from watershed segmentation [ I I ] and is controlled by choosing a (usually small) number of pixels, known as seeds [I] . Unfortunately. the automatic selection of the initial seeds is a rather difficult task [ 5 ] . For instance; Fan and Yau [3] use color-edge extraction to obtain these seeds. By doing so, however, they inherit the problems of edge-based methods, including sensitivity to noise and to the blurring of edges, and high computational complexity.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid method for color segmentation that integrates the thresholding and the SRG methods. We use a threshold technique to generate an initial set of seeds for each color of interest, and then use SRG to grow color regions from these seeds. Special provisions are included in our SRG to account for the fact that we can have many seeds inside the same region. The integration of the two methods allows us to use a conservative tuning for both of them, thus improving robustness: robustness with respect to changing lighting conditions is improved because we use a conservative thresholding, and robustness with respect to blurred edges is improved because we use a conservative homogeneity criterion in SRG. Our technique has been implemented on a team of 4-legged robots participating in RoboCup 2001 [IO] . The implementation is efficient, since seed generation is done in hardware and since our SRG only needs two passes through the image. 
The Hardware
All teams in the Robocup legged robot league use the same robot (ERS210) made by Sony Corporation. The ERS.210 is equipped with a color CMOS camera which gives three 88x72 gray-scale images corresponding to the Y, Cb, and Cr components. The ERS.210 is also equipped with a hardware device, called CDT, that realizes color segmentation using a threshold technique. The CDT can distinguish at most eight colors and produces a binary (thresholded) image for each one of them.
Because it is implemented in hardware, the CDT provides a convenient and fast way to do color segmentation in the ERS.210, and many teams have chosen to use it. However, the threshold technique used in the CDT relies on rectangular areas of CbxCr color space, while the colors that are needed in RoboCup are distributed over non-rectangular areas. Tuning the CDT is therefore very critical, and it leads to difficult choices between accepting many false positives or many false negatives. Figure I shows a number of points that belong to three objects in the CbxCr space. Any rectangular region for, say, the orange hall must either include many yellow points, or sacrifice many orange points. Figure 2 illustrates this tradeoff. If the CDT is tuned so that the net is segmented correctly (top center), then many of the ball pixels are missed. If it is tuned for optimal hall segmentation (top right), then many of the network pixels are missed. In some cases, like when the ball is inside the yellow net (bottom row), there is no optimal tuning for the orange threshold: CDT segmentation of the ball will either miss many of the ball pixels (center), or include many of the network pixels (right). These segmentation errors imply that the region parameters will be incorrectly estimated, leading to large errors in the estimates of the object position and hence to incorrect robot behavior.
The algorithm
In a nutshell. our color segmentation algorithm works as follows. We fix a set of colors to be recognized. We use the CDT to produce a labeled image where only pixels that belong to one of these colors with high certainty are marked as such. This is obtained by setting very strict thresholds in the CDT. (Color thresholds for the CDT are computed off-line from color samples.) Then, we use each pixel labeled by the CDT as an initial seed for a region of that color. From each one of these seeds, we grow a "blob" by including adjacent pixels until we find a significant discontinuity. The so called homogenein criterion embodies the notion of a significant discontinuity: in our case, this is a change in one of the Y, Cr or Cb values beyond a given threshold.
The choice of the homogeneity criterion is critical in SRG techniques. If this criterion is too strict, the blob growing can stop prematurely because of local variations, e.g., as produced by shadows or noise. If it is too liberal, the blob can flood to an adjacent region [hough a weak edge, e.g., as caused by blurring. These two cases are illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the single initial seed is indicated by a black dot (the ball outline is drawn for clarity). The thresholds used in the homogeneity criterion are 2 and 3, respectively.
In our technique, we address this problem by using many seeds for each color region-all those generated by the CDT. When growing a blob from a given seed, we use a strict homogeneity criterion, thus reducing the risk of flooding. We then reconstruct the full region by merging all the local blobs that belong to the same region, that is, all the adjacent blobs grown from seeds of the same color. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Blob B is grown from seed I. Seeds 2 and 3 are already included in B so they are not grown. Blobs A and B are generated from seeds of the same color and are adjacent, so they are merged into one region. Blobs TheaFindBlob procedure operates on the following data structures: label(N1, an m a y that associates each pixel to a region ID, or null; color[N], an array that associates each pixel to a color ID, or null; and c o n n~a b l e , a list of connected regions of the same color. The procedure takes the seeds labeled image produced by the CDT, and returns a set of blobs plus a connection table. For each desired color, the procedure scans the seeds image to identify labeled pixels (seeds) of that color that have not yet been incorporated in a blob. For each such seed, it starts a standard growing loop based on 4-connectivity. If during the growing we hit Figure 5 . Camera images (left), seeds (center) and extracted regions (right) . T h e bottom image is t a k e n in with lower camera gain.
a pixel that has already been labeled as belonging to a different blob, then we check its color. If its color is the same as the one of the current blob, we mark the two blobs as connected in the connection table. When we add entries to the connection table, we also check it for cycles and remove them. The growing stops at the blob border, as identified by the homogeneity criterium discussed above.
After all the blobs in the original image have been individuated, a post-processing phase goes through the connection table and merges all the connected blobs of the same color as discussed above. In our experiments, 5 to IO adjacent blobs were often generated for the same connected region. A larger number of blobs (up to 30) were occasionally generated for vely large regions.
We have incorporated in the above algorithm the computation of blob parameters like the number of pixels, center, width and height. These are updated incrementally as the blobs are grown during the main phase and fused during the poscprocessing phase. These parameters are needed, e.g., to estimate the position of the objects.
Experiments
We have tested our technique estensively on a team of ERS.210 robots both in our laboratory and during the RoboCup competition. This technique provided good results, and it was fairly robust with respect to slight changes in the lighting conditions and blurring of the images. Figure 5 shows the segmentation results on two images taken on the field. Each image contains a blue robot (left), a red robot (right). a ball (middle) and a visual landmark (top right).' The bottom image is taken with the camera gain reduced from 12dB to 6dB. The center image in each row shows the output of the robot's CDT for each color. Only the "safest" pixels of each color have been labeled by the CDT, and are used as seeds. The right images show the regions found by our algorithm. toghether with their bounding boxes. These regions correctly correspond to the actual objects in the image. The only exception is that the blue patch on the ear of the left robot was not found from the top image since the CDT could not find any blue seed in that area. Figure 6 shows the results obtained by applying ouralgorithm to the images in Fig. 2 . In both cases, our algorithm correctly segments all the objects and correctly computes the region parameters. In the bottom image, the seeds for the ball region are the pixels shown in Fig. 2 (center) and the homogeneity criterium is the one used in Fig. 3 (center) .
Our algorithm runs at frame rate using the limited on-board computational power of the ERS.210 (a MIPS 192MHz processor). Speed is achieved by the fact that our SRG only needs two passes through the image, and that threshold segmentation is done in hardware. The average time is 4 msec for full segmentation of eight colors in a 8 8 x 7 2 image. The maximum observed time has been 21 msec when a single object fills the image, since in this case many blobs have to be merged.
Conclusions
Threshold techniques for color segmentation are attractive because of their simplicity and the possibility to implement them in hardware, as it is the case in the robot platform considered here. For this reason, they are widely used in robotic applications, including the RoboCup domain. However, they suffer from two main problems: (i) tuning is difficult and makes the results sensitive to small changes in the lighting conditions: and (ii) they usually rely on the assumption that the colors of interest occupy rectangular areas in the color space, which is rarely the case. Our technique overcomes this problems by integrating (hardware) thresholding segmentation and seeded region growing (SRG).
Robustness is achieved by two means. First, thresholding is only used to determine a set of initial seeds. This means that we can use very strict:thresholds corresponding to small and "safe:' rectangular areas in the color space (cf. Figure I) . By doing so. we guarantee that the seeds are inside the intended regions even in the presence of noise. Second, SRG is only used to grow local blobs from several seeds inside the same region. The full regions are obtained by merging these blobs. Using SRG locally means that we can use a very strict homogeneity criterion, thus improving robustness with respect to blurred edges.
Although our technique has been developed having in mind the application needs of RoboCup, it can be used in other domains as well. For instance, we have succesfulty tested it in a pick-and-place manipulation task involving colored blocks laying on a green background under natural lighting conditions. In that application, threshold segmentation is performed in software.
